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Abstract
Th e authors previousl y conduct ed thermogravimetric anal ys es on
Zircalo y-2 in air. By u sing the thermogravimetric data, an oxidation
model was constructed in this study so that it can be applied for the
modeling of claddin g degradation in spent fuel pool (SFP ) severe
accident condition. For its validation, oxidation tests of long cladding
tube were conducted, and computational fluid dynamics analys es using
the constructed oxidation model were proceeded to simulate the
ex periments. In the ox idation tests, high temperature thermal gradient
alon g the cl addin g ax is was applied and ai r flow rates in testing chamber
were controlled to simulate hypothetical S FP accidents. The anal yt ical
outputs successfull y reproduced the growth of oxide film and porous
ox ide layer on the claddin gs in oxidation tests, and validit y of the
ox idation model was p roved. Influence of air flow rate for the oxidation
beh avior was thou ght negli gible in the conditions investigated in this
stud y.

Keywords: spent fuel pool, severe accident, Zircaloy-2, cladding, air
flow rate, ox idation model

1. In tro duction
After the severe accidents in Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plants (NPP) in 2011, concern for loss-of-cooling or lost-of-coolant
sev ere accident in spent fuel pool (SFP) has been spotli ghted [1, 2].
Th e potentialit y o f a SFP severe accident drawn by aircraft attack on
NPP had b een noticed after the t errorism in US on September 11, 2001,
and research pro grams on the SFP accident with experiments using
mock-up fuel bundles of boiling wat er reactor (BWR) and pressurized
water reactor (PWR) were proceeded under international collaboration.
Th e heatin g ex periments in ai r environment using mock-up bundles
showed that the fuel claddings were drasticall y oxidized, and in this
case the fu el bundles were collaps ed [3-5]. Other international
2

pro grams have b een o rganized in Europe as well. Mock-up fuel bundle
tests were condu cted in assumption of ai r inlet for reactor pressure
vess el whi ch would occur in occasion of piping rupture in NPP during a
sev ere accident. They reported that the cladding oxidation behavior was
much more intense in steam/air mixture or in dry air compared to the
ox idation in steam [6-8].
Is oth ermal oxidation tests such as thermogravimet ric (TG)
an al ys es using short samples of cladding have provided the knowl edge
that oxidation rate increases in air compared to steam or in pure ox ygen
(O 2 ) [9-14]. Cross s ectional obs ervation of the specimens aft er
ox idation test in ai r reveal ed that zirconium nitride (ZrN) was
precipitated in porous ox ide layers which were grown beneath fractures
of d ense ox ide film on the s ample surface [10-15]. From this result,
catal yti c action of nitro gen (N 2 ) in air for the oxidation of zirconium
(Zr) allo y was su ggest ed, and it was thought that it occurred in
conn ection with O 2 starv ation in the narrow space beneath oxide film
fractu re at th e meatal-ox ide interface [10].
Th ere have b een a limited number of reports on cladding
ox idation in air from J apan [16-18]. Thes e previous studies were not
cond ucted fo r the purpos e of SFP accident res earch, and the published
ex perimental data are thou ght to be not applicabl e for the SFP accident
ev aluation. Detailed investi gation on hypothetical SFP accidents is
required

fo r

the

dev elopment

of

safet y

m easures,

therefore

improvem ent of severe accident codes by embedding a cladding
ox idation model in SFP accident conditions is thought to be important.
Th e Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) in US and the Institut
de Radiop rotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire (IRSN) in France have
propos ed ox idation models for cl adding in air environment [9,19]. In
addition, simulations usin g severe accident codes which were modified
b y i ntroducin g these ox idation models have been conduct ed to cal culate
the ox idation behavior o f mock-up fuel bundles in heating tests in air
envi ronment [3, 8, 20-21]. These oxidation models were constructed for
3

cl addings made of allo ys such as Zircaloy-4 (Zry4), ZIR LO T M , and M5 ® ,
while there were onl y few reports on the oxidation behavior of
Zircaloy-2 (Zry2) in air, even though this alloy is widel y utilized in
BWRs [22, 23].
Th e authors hav e previousl y conduct ed isothermal oxidation tests
in air on short s amples of Zry2 cladding by using TG anal ys is apparatus,
and report ed in detail the oxidation behavior [24-26]. In this work, a
model for Zry2 ox idation in air environment was const ructed by using
thes e b asic d ata. The constructed oxidation model was applied for
simulation of oxidation tests using long cl adding tubes of Zry2 in
h yp othetical SFP accident conditions. The agreement between the
calculations and the results of experiments was evaluated to validate
the ox idation model. In addition, the influence of air flow rate on
ox idation behavior was investigated.

2. Ex perimental
2.1. Specimen
Zry2 claddin g t ypicall y utilized in BWRs was applied for
ox idation tests in this work [27]. Table 1 shows the chemical
compositions of the material. The Zry2 cladding is a tube of 11.2 mm in
outer diameter and 0.7 mm in thickness. The cladding was cut into 500
mm in len gth, and a plu g was welded to close the one end of a portion of
the claddin g. Th e plu g was 5 mm in length and 11.2 mm in diam eter. The
Zr liner on inner surface of the Zry2 cladding was removed before TG
an al ys es in previous works [24-26], but on the contrary, it was not
removed in this work becaus e the cladding sample was closed by the
plu g and thus the inner surface was not oxidized in the oxidation tests.

2.2. Ox idation tests
Ox idation tests on long cladding samples b y appl yi ng high
temperature thermal gradient along the axial direction were conducted
b y using the s ys tem illustrated in Fi g. 1. Dry air was heated by using a
4

gas h eater up to 340 °C befo re it was introduced into the quartz chamber
at a constant flo w rate o f 1840 mℓ/min and 310 mℓ/min, respectivel y. Air
was ex hausted from the upper end of the quartz chamber. The upper part
of the claddin g sample was heat ed by using an infrared gold image
fu rnace, and the lower part was heated by using two heating mantles to
give an aimed temperature distribution. Temperature was measured b y
usin g fiv e thermocouples which were spot-welded on the surface of the
sample at 10, 90, 170, 270, 450 mm from the upper end of cl adding
sample. Th e power cont rol of the infrared gold image furnace is based
on temperature data measu red by using the thermocouple welded at
90mm from the upper end of cl adding sample. The power of the heating
mantles was constantl y set maximum through the experiment to keep the
temperature of the lower part of cladding at ca. 400 °C. A t ypical
temperature profile durin g an oxidation test is given in Fi g. 2. The
temperature profile was controlled in the same way in the oxidation tests
at hi gh and low ai r flow rate condition. In the pre-heating regime, the
whol e sample was heated up to about 400 °C. After this regime, the
power of th e infrared gold image furnace was increas ed to give a hi gh
temperature gradient, in which the highest t emperature was set to 900 °C
or 1000 °C at the position of 90 mm from the upper end, and the lowest
temperature was set to 400 °C at the position of 450 mm from the upper
end of the sample. The temp erature gradient was kept the same for 3600
s, then all h eaters were tu rned off and spontaneousl y cooled down to the
room temperature. The air flow rat e was kept constant throughout one
ox idation test procedure.
Th e authors p reviousl y conducted steady st ate anal ys es on
h yp othetical SFP accident, in which all cooling water was assumed to be
lost. A 7x 10 B-SUS rack containing uranium fuels which were
cool ed-off for 2 months aft er the utilization in BWR was model ed in the
calculation [28]. The anal yt ical results were referred when t esting
conditions were determined in this work; however the temperature
gradient was set steeper in the tests so that its influence on the oxidation
5

beh avior would app ear apparent for the evaluation. The air flow rates in
the ox idation tests were defined based on the simulation results of the
ai r flow rate in the spent fu el rack. Fi gure 4 gives the calculated velocit y
distribution of th e air flow along the axis of the fuel rack at the center of
the fu el rack and at the co rner of the fuel rack [28]. The quantit y of O 2
which was avail able per second and area of cladding surface was
calculated

from

the an al yti cal

results

on

air flow velocit y and

inform ation of cross-s ectional area of the flow path among claddings in
the modeled spent fuel rack. Following this calculation, air flow rates in
the ox idation tests were cont rolled to give the aimed quantit y of O 2 on
sample su rface. The ai r flow rat es in the oxidation tests are summarized
in table 2. The hi gh flow rate in the experiment (1840 mℓ/min : 0.0162
mol/m 2 /s of available O 2 on the sample surface) was set to about 20 %
hi gher than the hi ghest flow rat e (1.8 m/s : 0.0137 mol/m 2 /s of available
O 2 on the claddin g surface ) anal yzed in the spent fuel rack modeling.
Th e low flow rat e in the ex periment (310 mℓ/min : 0.0027 mol/m 2 /s of
av ailable O 2 ) was set to about 70 % lower than the minimum value (0.6
m/s : 0.0046 mol/m 2 /s of available O 2 on the cl adding surface) in the
spent fuel rack so that in fluence of O 2 starvation in rack for cladding
ox idation behavio r can be investi gated. The O 2 quantities given by the
ai r flow rat es in the ox idation tests in this work correspond to the O 2
quantities given b y the hi gh and low flow rates (144 and 24 mℓ/min)
applied in TG an al yses on Zry2 small samples (20 mm in length) which
were p reviousl y conduct ed b y the authors [24-26].

2.3. Post-test investigations
Detailed obs ervation of the specimen surface after the oxidation
tests was condu cted b y usin g a field emission scanning electron
micros cope (FE-SEM) “Sigm a”, produced by “Carl Zeiss AG”. Aft er the
surface obs ervation, sp ecimens were embedded in resin, and cut along
the circumferential direction of the cladding. The cross s ection was
polished b y usin g emery pap er in different grit sizes and finall y finished
6

with an emery paper with a grit size of ca. 3.0+0.5 microm eter, which
co rrespon ds to number 4000 in J apan industrial standards (J IS) [29],
then

obs erved

by

usin g

optical

microscope

and

FE-SEM.

The

composition of the ox ide layer was anal yz ed by using a laser Raman
spectrometer “NRS-3100” produced by “J ASCO”, and an Energy Dispersive
Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis system “X-Max N ”

produced

by

“Oxford

In strum ents” which was installed in the FE-SEM. For the las er Raman
an al ys es, the authors referred literature dat a on Ram an spectra obtained
in an al ys es on standard samples or on oxide layers on Zr alloys which
were oxidized in air [25, 30-31].

3. CFD anal ys is
3.1.

Modelin g of th e ox idation test
Computational fluid dynamics (C FD) anal ys es on the oxidation

tests on lon g claddin g samples were conduct ed by using a commercial
cod e; STAR-CCM+ ® (v er.10.04) 1. For the anal ys es, the unsteady implicit
method was adopted [32].
Fi gu re 4 shows the anal yt ical model for the CFD anal ys is. A two
dimensional 1/24 s ecto r model was used to simulate the test apparatus
with the assumption that it is axis ymmet ric. The total number of the
an al yti cal cells was ca. 60000. The air inlet in the actual apparatus was a
pipe of 4mm inside diameter, which was installed at the bottom of the
ch amber. In the ax is ym metric model, the ai r inlet was modeled as a
con centri c ring slit which was fixed at the bottom of the chamber. The
distance from the axis of th e model to the ring slit was fixed as the same
as the distan ce from th e ax ial center of the actual apparatus to the air
inlet pipe. Th e inlet ai r flow rate in the simulation was s et as the s ame as
the ex perimental condition. The air outlet of the actual chamber had a
complicated structure with flan ge and pipes, but it was simpl y modeled
fo r the simulation as it can be seen in Fig.4. In this case, the air flowed
1

STAR-CCM+ ® is trad emark of CD-adapco in the USA or other
count ries.
7

out from a hole on th e top of the chamber. Preliminary calculation
con firmed that this simplification of air inlet and outlet had no influence
on the air flow behavio r around the cladding sample. In addition, the
upper end of the claddin g sample was not modeled as it is closed by the
plu g. Accordin gl y, the ox idation model was not applied on the inner
surface of th e claddin g to avoid oxidation. In the preliminary calculation,
it was indicated that air did not flow into the cladding tube through the
open upper end; therefore the influence of this simplifi cation in
modeling on the ox idation behavior cal culation was thought to be
negli gible. The temperature distribution measured along the cl adding
surface in the preliminary oxidation test with the hi ghest temperature of
900°C was us ed as a bound ary condition. The other boundary conditions
are summarized in Tabl e 3.

3.2.

Ox idation model for CFD anal ys is
In CFD an al ys es on the oxidation behavior of cl addings, the

ch emical reaction of Zr + O 2 → ZrO 2 was applied. The chemical energy
of the oxidation reaction (e. g. -1100.6 kJ /mol at 298.15 K) was taken
into account in the calculation. Lasserre et al. proposed a detailed
modellin g

of

Zry4

accel erat ed

degradation

kinetics,

however

in

consid eration of the necessary calcul ation time for the severe accident
cod e, simple modellin g was thought preferable [33, 34]. The authors
adopt ed basic equations fo r oxidation model whi ch were previousl y
propos ed b y Coindreau et al. for Zircaloy-4 (Zry4) in the temperature
ran ge b etween 600 and 1000 °C [19]. Necess ary coefficients for the
equ ation were calculated from the isothermal TG data which were
previousl y obt ained on Zry2 in hi gh air flow rate oxidation tests by the
autho rs [24-26]. In this case the applicabilit y of the equation for Zry2
was confirmed b y detailed investi gation of the TG dat a. An influence of
the air flo w rate on the oxidation behavio r was not observed below
1000 °C in the ran ge of the flow rat e (144 and 24 mℓ/min) applied in the
TG an al ys es b y the autho rs [26]. These ai r flow rates gave 0.0162 and
8

0.0027 mol/m 2 /s of O 2 on the sample surface. Maeng et al. previousl y
studied the influ ence o f air flow rate on oxidation behavior of Zry4
samples 10mm in len gth and revealed that air flow rate below 6 ℓ/h,
which gives 0.026 mol/m 2 /s of O 2 on the specimen surface, does not
ch an ge the mass gain behavior during the oxidation tests at 850 °C [35].
Th e authors previousl y conducted the TG anal ys es on Zry2 sample 20
mm in len gth at air flow rat e 250 mℓ/min, and reported that oxidation
kinetics were not different from that at ai r flow rate 144 mℓ/min when
ox idation tests were condu cted below 1000 °C [26]. Therefore the
ox idation model construction in this work was exclusivel y conduct ed by
usin g the TG data obtained at hi gh air flow rate (144 mℓ/min).
It is known that during the initial Zr alloy oxidation in air, a
dens e ox ide film grows on the alloy and the oxidation rat e decreases
[9-11, 19]. This phase is called pre-breakaway or pre-transition phas e.
In this work, parabolic rate kinetics which can be cal culated by using the
followin g equation propos ed in the literatures was applied for this phas e
[9-11, 19];

d (Δm / S ) 2
= kp
dt

(1)

wh ere, Δ m is th e mass gain (g), S is the surface area (m 2 ) of specimen, t
is the ox idation time (s), and k p is the parabolic rate constant (g 2 /m 4 /s),
respectivel y.
After b reakaway, cracks in the oxide film propagate and the
ox idation rate accelerates. Natesan et al. applied parabolic rate kinetic,
Steinbrück et al. applied linear rate kinetics, and Coindreau et al.
applied

accel erated

post-transition

rate

regime,

kinetics

for

this

respectivel y

[9,

14,

post-breakawa y
19].

In

this

or

work,

applicabilit y of these kinetics were investi gated for the TG data on Zry2
ox idation in air which were previousl y obtained by the authors [26].
Fi gu re 5 shows the ex amples of the plot of TG mass gain data converted
b y usin g the equations of th e different kinetics in post -breakaway phas e
of Zry2 ox idation at air flow rat e 144 mℓ/min, at 900 °C. In this
9

post-break away o r post-transition phase, accelerated rate constant which
can be calculated by u sin g the following equation was thought most
ad equat e to be applied;

d (Δm / S ) 0.5
= ka
dt

(2)

wh ere k a is the accelerated rate constant (g 0 . 5 /m/s).
Temperature d ependence of the rate constants are described by
usin g the followin g equ ations;

k p = A1 exp(−

B1
)
RT

(3)

k a = A2 exp(−

(4)
where R is the perfect gas constant 8.31 J/mol/K and T is temperature
(K). A 1 , B 1 and A 2 , B 2 are coeffi cients obtained by investigation of the
TG dat a of the ox idation tests. The authors determined these constants
bas ed on the results of TG anal ys es of isothermal oxidation of Zry2 in
hi gh air flow rate which were previousl y reported [24-26].
In this ox idation model, the temperature dependence of mass gain
at the breakaway transition is calculat ed by the following equation;


Tb
 ∆m 

= C 


 S break
 H Tr (T − Tb ) 

D

(5)

wh ere T b is the max imum value of the temperature range in which
monoclinic zirconi a (not ed m-ZrO 2 ) is thermodyn amicall y stabl e; 1447
K. H t r is the enthalpy o f transformation of t etragonal zirconia (t-ZrO 2 ) to
m-ZrO 2 ; -5.94 x 10 3 J /mol, and C, D are coeffici ents which can be
obtained b y investigation o f the TG dat a on oxidation tests. Here C
10

B2
)
RT

co rrespon ds to A 1 / B , and D corresponds to 1/B in the previous p aper by
Coindreau et al. [19]. The unit of A is J/mol, and B is a dimensionless
number. Det ail of this equation is described in the literature [19]. The
mass gains at the break awa y transition in the oxidation tests on Zry2 are
plotted against the function of temperature in Fi g. 6. The values of C, D
were obt ained b y linear fittin g of the data points of this graph.
In the ox idation model of Coindreau et al., the oxidation rat e
after breakaway transition was presumed to continue increasing until
total oxidation of the s ample at 800 °C and at higher temperatures.
Below 800 °C, the ox idation rate aft er breakaway transition was
assum ed to increas e up to a certain value and then become constant. In
this case, the ox idation rat e in this final part can be des cribed as linear
rate const ant (k l ), and it is presum ed that oxidation would continue in
this rate until total ox idation of the sample. The authors had confirmed
this tend ency i n the previous TG anal ys es on Zry2 oxidation in air [22,
24-26]. Fi gure 7 shows the dependence of the linear rate constants (k l ) of
Zry2 oxidation on the inv erse temperature. In this graph, the values of
Zry2 which were given in the literature of Boas e et al. are plotted
to gether with the previous data by the authors [19, 22, 24-26]. The
tend encies of the literature data and our own data did not show an y
probl ematic difference, therefore the authors adopted the following
co rrel ation proposed b y Boas e et al. for the t emperature range below
800 °C;

k l = A3 exp(−
wh ere

A3,

B 3 are

coefficients

B3
)
RT
obt ained

(6)
by

the

investi gation

of

ex perimental d ata [22].
Table 4 summarizes the coeffi cients det ermined for the equations
(3 ) ~ (6), bas ed on ex perimental data. Consequentl y, these values came
out close to the values which were proposed by Coindreau et al. for the
Zry4 ox idation. Furthermore the values for the temperature dependence
of m ass gain at the break away transition (C, D) were similar [19]. In the
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CFD an al ys es whi ch were proceeded to simulate the growth of oxide
layer in the oxidation tests on Zry2 in air environment, these equations
and coeffici ents in the t able were applied.

4.
4.1.

Results
Obs ervation of th e ox idized claddings
As it was shown in Fi g.2, the whole cladding s ample had been

preliminary h eated up to ca. 400 °C in air atmosphere in the first stage
(~40 00 s) of the oxidation tests before it was heat ed up to the aimed
testin g temperature. This procedure was adopted becaus e the heating
rate o f the heating mantle was relativel y slower than of the infrared gold
image fu rnace. Due to this reason, it was necess ary to turn on the
heating mantles earlier so that lower part of the sample could be
sufficientl y h eated. To evalu ate the influence of this spare heating st age
on the growth of ox ide layer, pilot samples were applied for preliminary
heating tests. In th e preliminary heating tests, onl y t he first stage of the
heating pro cedu re was conducted for ca. 4000 s. After these tests, the
pilot samples were cooled down to room temp erature and us ed for
ex aminations. These ex periments were conduct ed in hi gh air flow rate as
well as in low air flow rate, and it was reveal ed that surface of the
cl addin g samples turned black in the both air flow rate conditions after
the tests. In cross sectional observation of these samples, the oxide layer
was not distinguish ed in optical micros copy, therefore the thickness of
the ox ide layer was thou ght to be thinner than 1 micrometer.
After the above m entioned preliminary tests, oxidation tests were
cond ucted b y appl yi n g the whole temperature profile as it was shown in
Fi g. 2. In this case high temperature thermal gradients with the
max imum temperature of 900 °C or 1000 °C was applied on the sample
and kept fo r 3600 s. Ox idation tests with the maximum temperature of
900 °C were successful one time for each hi gh and low air flow rate
condition. An oxidation test with the maximum temperature of 1000 °C
was successful for hi gh air flow rate condition, while it was not
12

successful for low air flow rate condition becaus e a thermocouple which
was used fo r furn ace po wer control was det ached during the test. After
the ox idation tests, surface observation was conduct ed on the s amples.
Fi gu re 8 sho ws the upper part of the s amples whi ch includes the region
0~200 mm from the upper end. Fi gure 8 (a) shows the sample tested in
hi gh air flow rate, and Fi g.8 (b) shows the sample tested in low air flow
rate. Both o f these were t ested with the maximum temperature of 900 °C.
Fi gu re 8 (c) shows the sample tested in high air flow rate with the
max imum temperature of 1000 °C.
Around the positions at which thermocouples were spot-welded,
fractu re o f the oxide film was obs erved. Th ese fractures were thought to
hav e occu rred b ecause there were heat-affected zones around the welded
points and ph ase boundaries between thermocouples and cladding. In
addition, b ei ge spots and ex posure of the bas e alloy were observed on
the welded plugs on the upper end of the claddings. The plugs have the
sam e ch emical compositions as the Zry2 cladding, however rollin g and
other fab rication conditions are different from that of the cl adding.
Moreover heat durin g the welding process may have influenced the
metallu rgy, and caused di fferent oxidation behavior. These areas near
the plugs and thermocoupl es were considered non-prototypi cal, and
therefo re ex cluded in the ox ide layer evaluation.
In th e region farther than 200 mm from the upper end of cladding,
the t est temperature was set relativel y lower. In this cas e the s ample
surface was totall y covered by black oxide film, except at the positions
on which thermo couples were welded. Fi gure 8 shows the region
includin g the u pper end of the cl adding samples where the test
temperature was hi gher. In the region ca. 50~200 mm from the upper end,
which can be seen in the center of Fi g.8, bei ge spots were observed. The
temperature of this area was kept hi gher than approximatel y 800 °C
durin g the oxidation test. Fi gure 9 shows a FE-SEM image taken at the
position ca. 140 mm from the upper end of the s ample which was tested
in hi gh air flow rate with the maximum temperature of 900 °C. Fractures
13

in the ox ide film were observed where bei ge spots were seen.
Cross sectional observation using the optical microscope was
cond ucted after the samples were cut verticall y to the axis of the
cl addin g. The obs ervation was done at different positions to evaluate the
dep enden ce of th e ox ide layer growth on position and on temperature.
Fi gu re 10 giv es a t ypical ex ample of a cross -sectional image obtained at
the position ca. 190 mm from the upper end of the sample oxidized in
hi gh air flow rate. This position was kept at about 840 °C during the
ox idation test. On the su rface of this position, bei ge spots and cracks in
the ox ide film were observed. In the cross-s ectional observation, it was
revealed that a porous ox ide layer was formed beneath the fracture of the
ox ide film. At the positions on which black oxide film was form ed and
no b ei ge spots were observed, dense oxide film was observed in the
cross-sectional observ ation, and it seemed to have uniform thickness on
the s ame circumferential cross section.
Las er

Raman

spectroscopy

was

conduct ed

to

anal yz e

the

ch emical compositions of these oxides. Fi gure 11 shows t ypical spectra
which were obtained on the cross section of oxide layer on the cladding
sample after ox idation test in air. After the comparison with the
literature data, it was rev ealed that these were the spectra from the ZrN
and m-ZrO 2 [15, 30-31]. As it is indicated in Fi g.10 the dense oxide film
on the surface is m-ZrO 2 , and particl es dispersed in the porous oxide
layer near the metal-ox ide interface were judged to be ZrN. FE-SEM
observation and EDS anal ys is were conduct ed in the area marked by
white solid lines in Fi g. 10. Qualitative results are presented in Fi g. 12.
Th e ox ygen con centration increased in the ox ides, and nitrogen
con centration was indicated hi gher in the particles whi ch were judged to
be ZrN in the las er Raman spectros copy.

4.2.

Ox ide layer growth in experiment and modeling
In th e ox idation tests, the power of the infrared gold image

fu rnace was in creased after the preliminary heating stage, and therm al
14

gradients such as pres ented in Fig. 13(a) were applied on the cl adding
sample and kept for 3600 s. After this hi gh temperature stage, the
cl addin g sample was spontaneousl y cooled off to room temperature.
Plotted temperatu re valu es in Fig. 13 (a) are the average temperatures in
the hi gh temperature holdin g stage for the duration of 3600 s in the tests
with the max imum temperature of 1000 °C in high air flow rate
condition, and that with the maximum temperature of 900 °C in hi gh and
low ai r flow rate conditions. In this graph, the temperature distribution
which was giv en as a boundary condition for the CFD anal ys es is
presented as well. This thermal gradient was det ermined based on the
measured t emperatures in the preliminary t ests. There was no obvious
difference of temp eratu re distribution seen in high and low air flow rates
in the preliminary tests, therefore the sam e thermal gradient was input
fo r the simulations of ox idation tests in different air flow rat es.
Fi gu re 13(b) gives the distribution of the oxide layer thickness es
which were measured after the oxidation tests with the maximum
temperature of 900 °C, and whi ch were cal culated in the CFD anal ys es.
CFD anal ys es gav e the mass gain in the ox idation calculation, therefore
the oxide d ensit y value was applied to convert the mass gain to the oxide
thickness [36]. The measurem ents were conducted on the circum ferential
cross sections of the claddings after oxidation test. Almost uniform
thickness was seen for the dense oxide film on the same cross section,
therefo re in this case mean thickness on each cross section was plotted.
Otherwise, the thi ckness o f the porous oxide layer varied even if it is at
the s ame cross section, therefore the maximum thickness on each
ci rcumferential cross section was plotted. In the CFD anal ys es, high and
low air flow rates were treated but the same oxidation model was
adopt ed for the di fferent flow rates, therefore calculation of the oxide
layer growth p rovided the s ame result for the different air flow rate
conditions. This is the reason why onl y one C FD anal ysis result is shown
in Fi g. 13(b).
For the region of cladding sample which is closer than 200 mm
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from the upper end, the temp erature was set relativel y hi gher during the
ox idation tests. Both dens e oxide film and porous oxide layer were
observed in this part, and CFD calculation results of the oxide layer
thickness was close to the maximum thickness of the porous oxide layer.
In the region farth er than 200 mm from the upper end of the cladding
sample, the ox idation temp erature was rel ativel y lower, and onl y dense
ox ide films were observed. In this case, the modeling calcul ated the
ox ide thickness close to the mean thickness of the dense oxide film. In
addition, obs erv ations o f th e dens e oxide film and on the porous oxide
layer did not sho w obvious influence of air flow rat e on the growth of
the ox ide layers.
Th e temperature d ependence of the oxide thickness data is
summarized in Fi g. 14. The temperature values were evaluated by
interpol ation of the measured data whi ch were obt ained on five points on
the s ample surface by u sin g the thermocouples. Here we have plotted the
results of the ox idation tests with the maximum temperature of 900 °C in
hi gh and low air flow rate conditions, as well as which with the
max imum temperature of 1000 °C in high air flow rate condition. The
temperature depend ence of the dense oxide film and porous oxide layer
thickness es were not obviousl y changed by the given maximum
temperature or the air flow rate condition. In case the temperature was
lower than ca. 800 °C and onl y dense oxide film was formed, the CFD
an al ys es calculated the ox ide thickness clos e to the mean thickness of
the d ense ox ide film. In cas e the temperature was higher than ca. 800 °C,
dens e oxide film and porous oxide layer were formed on the claddings,
and the numeri cal anal ys es, which were conducted for the temperature
ran ge belo w 900 °C, provid ed the results of the oxide thickness close to
the maximum thickness of th e porous oxide layer whi ch were measured
in the ex periments.

4.3.

Ox ygen con centration profile in the model ed test chamber
Fi gu re 15 shows distributions of O 2 percentage in the atmosphere
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adj acent to cladding surface along the axis which were calculated in
CFD anal ys es simulatin g the oxidation tests in this work. In the graphs,
the time transitions of th e distribution during the hi gh temperature
holdin g stage in ox idation tests are present ed. The concentration values
presented here were calculated by dividing the content of O 2 by the sum
of th e contents of O 2 and N 2 . O 2 percent age showed the tendency to
decrease in the region close to the upper end of the cladding samples in
both oxidation tests in hi gh and low air flow rate. To see in det ail, the
an al yzed oxidation rate and the ox ygen concentration profile at the
position 175 mm from the upper end of the cl adding held at 850 °C in
hi gh air flow rate are presented in Fi g. 16. At the breakaway (~1800 s),
jump of the ox idation rate is seen. This was thought because equations
of the ox idation kinetics in pre-breakaway and in post-breakaway were
sep aratel y constructed b ased on the equation (3) and (4) respectivel y
usin g av erage TG dat a. As expected, the ox ygen concentration showed
the tenden cy to b e in inverse proportion to the oxidation rat e. In the
CFD an al ys es in this work, the consumption of O 2 would be the same in
different air flow rates becaus e the same oxidation model was adopted in
the both cas es. But the suppl y of O 2 is different in different air flow rate
condition. This is the reason of the lower O 2 concentration in the off-gas
atmosphere in the anal ys is of the low air flow rate oxidation test.

5.
5.1.

Discussions
Ox idation mechanism of Zry2 in air
Th e feature of the ox ide layer observed in this work corresponds

to the previous knowled ge p resent ed in the literatures and the works by
the authors on Zry4 ox idation in air [10-15, 24-26]. Therefore the
ox idation mechanism of Zry2 in air seemed close to that of Zry4 despite
the little difference of the chemical compositions, etc, as it was
previousl y presented b y Steinbrück et al [23]. The evaluations using the
EDS and th e laser Raman spectros copy revealed the fo rmation of ZrN
particles in the porous ox ide layer beneath the oxide film fracture. If the
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ox idation mechanism of Zry2 could be consid ered as sam e as which of
Zry4 , it is assumed that th e ZrN particles were formed in connection
with ox ygen starvation in th e narrow space below oxide film fracture. In
addition, the porous oxide layer is formed in relation with re-oxidation
of the ZrN p articles. The po rous oxide layer s eemed to be swelled and
pushin g up the oxide film. Therefore the formation of the porous oxide
layer seems to support prop agating of the oxide film to break. In this
case, ZrN would b e newl y fo rmed under the new fracture of oxide film,
and help porous oxide layer to grow [37]. R epetition of this process and
increasin g affected surface can be considered as the mechanism of
accelerated ox idation b ehavior in the post-breakaway t ransition regime
in hi gh temperature ox idation of Zry2 in ai r.

5.2.

Reproducibilit y of the oxide layer growth
TG d ata were used in this study to construct the oxidation model,

and TG d ata such as ox idation rates are the m acros copic data which are
bas ed on th e measu rem ent of the mass gain of the sample. In spite o f this,
the ox idation model dev eloped in this work successfull y reproduced not
onl y th e mean thickness of the dense oxide film, but also the maximum
thickness o f the porous oxide layer which were observed in the
ex periments. Details of the correspondence between TG data and oxide
layer gro wth are discuss ed in this section.
Th e authors previousl y conducted the TG oxidation tests on Zry4
short samples at 900 °C in high air flow rat e which corresponds to the
hi gh ai r flow rate in this work [26]. Several test durations were adopt ed
in the ex periments, and in the cross sectional observation aft er the
ox idation tests, cross sectional area of the oxide layers were measured
on the photos. These data were used together with the densit y value of
the m -ZrO 2 in a literatu re [37], to calculat e the m ass gain derived from
the obs erved growth of ox ide layer in different duration of the oxidation
tests. Results of th e calculation were compared with the mass gain data
provid ed b y th e TG an al ys es. The mass gain evaluated on the photos
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well corresponded with the TG data, and revealed that the TG mass gain
dat a durin g pre-breakaway regime corresponded to the mass gain derived
from the growth of the d ense oxide film. In addition, the TG mass gain
dat a durin g the post-b reakaway regime corresponded to the m ass gain
derived

from

the

growth

of

the

porous

oxide

laye r.

In

the

post-break away regime, growth of dense ox ide film was not obs erved.
This co rrespondence b etween TG data and the growth of the oxide layers
are thou ght to be th e o ri gin of the successful C FD anal ys es of the oxide
layer gro wth which were conducted by using the oxidation model based
on TG data. Randomness and porosit y of the porous oxides formed
durin g the post breakaway phas e were not taken into account when the
calculated mass gain in C FD was converted into oxide thickness.
Th erefore the calculat ed thickness was expected to correspond to the
av erage thickness of the ox ide layer, however it corresponded to the
max imum thickness. To d efine the reason of this correspondence, further
det ailed stud y considerin g the randomness and porosit y of the oxide
layer is thou ght necessary. In addition, it was seen that a therm al
gradient along the cladding axis did not bring any probl ematic
discrepan cy between the results of experiment and simulation.
Th e successful reproduction of the oxide layer confirm ed the
applicabilit y o f the ox idation model for the simulation of oxidation
beh avior of Zry2 lon g cl adding in hypothetical SFP accident condition.
Further mock-up tests simulating the SFP accident condition are thought
necess ary to valid ate its general applicabilit y, but the proposed Zry2
ox idation model is thou ght useful as a preliminary model for the severe
accident code up grade for the S FP accident anal ys es.

5.3.

Ox idation behavior and air flow rate
In this work, ox idation t ests on Zry2 cladding were conducted in

two different air flow rates (called high and low) whi ch were settled to
simulate th e h yp othetical SFP accident condition. Cross s ectional
observations were condu cted aft er the oxidation tests, and revealed that
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influen ce of air flow rate on the oxide layer growth and its morphology
was negli gible. These results correspond to the TG anal ys is results in
the isothermal condition below 1000 °C [26]. Therefore it can be
ev aluated that difference of the air flow rate has no influence on the
ox idation behavior of Zry2 in the range which was treated in this stud y.
Th e authors previousl y conducted isotherm al oxidation tests on
Zry2 in the temp erature range hi gher than 1100 °C [26]. In these
ex periments, the ox idation rat e was increased depending on the air flow
rate. These ex periments were condu cted in the same air flow rate range
which was applied in this work. Literatures suggested that the air flow
rate may h ave a stron g influence on the oxidation behavior of the Zry4
[10, 35]. If the lev el of air flow rat es were compared in consideration of
the available ox ygen qu antit y on the specimen surface per second, the
ai r flow rat e conditions in these literatures were generall y hi gher than
which applied in ou r work in consideration of the SFP accidents. Duriez
et al. conducted the ox idation tests in the range of 0.07~0.36 mol/m 2 /s of
O 2 available on th e sample surface [10], and Maeng et al. conducted the
tests in the range of 0.013~0.136 mol/m 2 /s [35], whereas the authors
tested in the ran ge of 0.0027~0.016 mol/m 2 /s. From these knowl edges,
the authors suggest that further investi gation on the air flow rate
influen ce on the oxidation b ehavior of cladding should be perform ed in
case that hi gh er ai r flow rate would be expected in future SFP accident
investi gation.

5.4.

Ox idation behavior and atmosphere composition
Th e result of the CFD an al ysis given in Fi g. 15(b) showed that

the O 2 concentration became the lowest at the closest region to the upper
end of claddin g, especiall y at the beginning of the oxidation test, e.g. it
was ca. 10 % in the minimum which can be seen in the graph. However
fo r the most part of time durin g the oxidation test, ox ygen decrease was
in the ran ge of ca. 3~5 %. In addition, despite the difference of the O 2
con centration in different air flow rates which can be seen in Fi g.15,
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cross sectional observ ation did not reveal any obvious influence of this
on the oxide layer dev elopment. Therefore the decreas e of oxygen in the
atmosphere in the range which was suggest ed in this work was thought
to hav e no influen ce on the oxidation behavior of the cladding.
Ox idation tests in this paper were conduct ed by using cl adding
samples 500 mm in len gth, whereas the actual spent fuel rack is more
than 4000 mm in length. Th erefore lowering of the ox ygen concentration
will become more sev ere in the actual rack than in the oxidation test
ch amber, especiall y in the upper part of the rack which would be the
downstream of the air flow. Steinbrück et al. studied the influence of O 2
con centration in O 2 / N 2 mixed atmosphere on oxidation behavior of
Zry4 at 800 °C, 1000 °C and 1200 °C , and found that oxidation became
most rem arkabl e in the atmosphere with O 2 concentration of 10 ~90 %
[14, 23]. They also revealed that oxidation of Zry4 was suppressed in
pure N 2 gas or in oxygen starvation condition in O 2 / N 2 mixture. From
this result it is supposed that decrease of O 2 concent ration in the upper
part of the spent fuel rack would suppress the oxidation of the cladding.
Ox idation tests in this study were conducted in dry ai r,
meanwhile in a previous report it was presented that sometimes
ox idation rate increased in a mixed atmosphere of steam and N 2
comp ared to dry air according to the effect of hydrogen [38-40]. It can
be assumed that in some cas e, atmosphere in the sp ent fuel rack during
SFP accident would cont ain both steam and air, therefore the influence
of the mix ed atmosphere of steam and air is recommended to investi gat e.

6.

Conclusions
In this work, an ox idation model of Zry2 was constructed bas ed

on TG data, with the aim of appl yi ng it for S FP accident analys i s. Hi gh
temperature oxidation tests on Zry2 cladding sample 500 mm in length
were conducted in hyp o thetical SFP accident conditions in high and low
ai r flow rates. CFD an al ys es on the oxidation tests were done by using
the construct ed ox idation model. R esults of the oxidation tests and the
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CFD anal ys es were comp ared to validate the oxidation model. Finall y,
the following out comes were obtained:
(1 ) In the ox idation tests appl yi ng hi gh t emperature with thermal
gradient on long cl addin g samples in air for 3600 s, a black oxide
film was fo rmed on th e surface. This oxide film was sound on the
part in which lower temperature was applied, whereas fractures of
the ox ide film were seen in the area heat ed up to the temperature
hi gher than 800 °C. In this case porous oxide layers containing ZrN
particles were o bserved beneath the fractures. The influence of the
ai r flow rate on the ox idation behavior was not clearl y seen in the
range whi ch was treat ed in this study to simulate SFP accident.
(2 ) CFD an al ys es usin g the oxidation model which were const ruct ed in
this work, were conduct ed to simulate the oxide layer growth in the
ox idation tests on lon g Zry2 cl adding samples. In case of surface
ox ide film was sound, th e simulation reproduced the mean thickness
of the ox ide film. In the meantime, the simulation reproduced the
maximum thickness o f the porous oxide layers when these were
fo rmed beneath the fracture of the surface oxide film. From these
results, the ox idation model was validat ed, and proved that it is
applicable for the Zry2 cladding oxidation in hypothetical SFP
accident conditions.
(3 ) Th e influence of air flow rate on the oxide layer growth was not
cl earl y s een in th e ex periments. Ox ygen depletion in the spent fuel
rack would occur in the S FP accident, however investigation in this
stud y su ggest ed that it would not have bad influence on oxidation
beh avior of the claddin g.
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Table 1

Chemical compositions of the Zircaloy 2 (wt.%)

Sn

Fe

Cr

Ni

Zr

1.20-1.70

0.07-0.20

0.05-0.15

0.03-0.08

bal.

Table 2
Flow rate ID

Air flow rates in the oxidation tests
Air flow rate in

O2 flow rate per sample

oxidation test (mℓ/min) surface (mol/m2/s)

High

1840

0.0162

Low

310

0.0027
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Table 3

Boundary conditions of the CFD analyses

Boundary
Quartz tube:

Cladding:

Physical

Heat transfer

condition

condition
Isolated

Inner surface

Solid wall

Outer surface

Solid wall

Inner surface

Solid wall

Fixed temperature

Upper end

Solid wall

profile

Solid wall

Isolated

Symmetric

Isolated

(zero emissivity)

surface
Sample
folder:

Surface
Cut-off
surface of the
1/24 sector
model

Fluid (air):

Fluid outlet

Free outlet

(top of the

(fixed

chamber)

pressure)

Fluid inlet
(ring shaped
nozzle)
Others

Isolated

Fixed inlet
velocity
Solid wall

Fixed temperature

Isolated
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Table 4

List of coefficients for air oxidation model of Zircaloy 2 applied in the CFD
analyses
A1:

1.03 x108 g 2 /m 4 /s

B1:

1.76 x105 J/mol

At breakaway transition

C*:

3.19 x108

((Δm/S)break)

D*:

2.27

First part of

A2:

1.80 x102 g 0 . 5 /m/s

post-breakaway (ka)

B2:

1.10 x105 J/mol

Second part of

A3:

5.25 x 105 g/m 2 /s

post-breakaway (kl) (<800 °C)

B3:

1.55 x 105 J/mol

Pre-breakaway (kp)

*Detail of the units are described in the text.
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Figure captions;
Fig. 1

High temperature oxidation test apparatus designed for long cladding
specimens.

Fig. 2

Temperature profiles during an oxidation test on long cladding sample which
was conducted in high air flow rate. Temperatures were measured on
positions at five different distances from the upper end of the specimen.

Fig. 3

Velocit y of th e air flow along axis of the fuel rack at the center
of th e fu el rack and at the corner of the fuel rack, which were
obtained in previous steady state anal ys es on hypotheti cal SFP
accident with complet e loss of the cool ant water [27].

Fig. 4

Analytical model for CFD analyses. (a) whole image of the analytical model,
(b) 2 dimensional 1/24 sector model, (c) details of meshing.

Fig.5

Mass gain d ata in post-breakaway phas e of Zr y2 oxidation at
ai r flow rate of 144 mℓ/min at 900 °C converted by using the
equ ation of (a) p arabolic rate kinetic, (b) linear rate kinetics,
(c) accelerated rate kinetics are plotted on time.

Fig. 6

Mass gain at breakaway transition plotted as function of temperature [23-25].

Fig. 7

Linear rate constant as a function of the inverse temperature in previous
works [21, 23-25].

Fig. 8

Post-test appearance of Zry2 claddings after high temperature oxidation test
conducted in (a) high air flow rate, (b) low air flow rate.

Fig. 9

SEM image of the cladding surface at the position ca.140 mm from the top
end, after oxidation test in high air flow rate.

Fig. 10

Typical cross section of the oxide layer formed on the Zry2 cladding after
oxidation test in high air flow rate. This position was held at about 840 °C
(190 mm from the upper end of the sample) during the test. The area marked
by dotted line was analyzed by using laser Raman spectroscopy, and the area
marked by solid line was analyzed by using SEM/EDS.

Fig. 11

Typical Raman spectra obtained on cross section of the oxide layer on Zry2
claddings after oxidation tests in air. The spectra of the m-ZrO2 were obtained
at the position (1) and (2), and the spectra of the ZrN were obtained at the
position (3), indicated in the picture respectively.

Fig. 12

SEM image on the framed area indicated in Fig.10, and element maps
obtained by using EDS.
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Fig. 13

(a) Temperature distributions along the axis of cladding in experiment and in
CFD analysis.

Experiments were conducted in high air flow rate with

maximum temperature of 1000 °C (○) and 900 °C(□ ), and in low air flow
rate with the maximum temperature of 900 °C(△).
(b) Distribution of mean thickness of the dense oxide film on cladding after
oxidation tests in high air flow rate (■) and in low air flow rate (▲) with the
maximum temperature of 900 °C. The maximum thickness of porous oxide
layer on the claddings tested in high air flow rate (□) and in low air flow rate
(△) are plotted as well. These were compared to the oxide layer thickness
which were calculated in CFD analyses (-) based on the oxidation model.
Fig. 14

Temperature dependence of the mean thickness of the dense oxide film
observed on cladding surface after oxidation tests with the maximum
temperature of 900 °C in high air flow rate (■) and in low air flow rate (●),
as well as of the maximum thickness of porous oxide layer on the specimens
tested in high air flow rate (□) and in low air flow rate (○). Mean thickness
of the dense oxide film (▲) and the maximum thickness of the porous oxide
layer ( △ ) on the sample after the oxidation test with the maximum
temperature of 1000 °C in high air flow rate are also plotted in the graph. The
oxide layer thickness calculated in CFD analyses (-) based on the oxidation
model were plotted as well.

Fig. 15

O2 concentration along cladding during the oxidation tests in (a) high air flow
rate and (b) low air flow rate calculated by CFD analyses.

Fig. 16

Calculated oxidation rate and O2 concentration in the atmosphere adjacent to
the surface of the Zry2 long cladding specimen, at the position ca. 175 mm
from the upper end, which was held at 850 °C during the simulated oxidation
test in high air flow rate.
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